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 watsup guyz? anyone know how to fix a screwed up screen? my display is messed up 14.10 I'm trying to setup a mail server on my desktop machine. It is an Ubuntu 14.04 machine. I want to set it up as a local server. I'm not very well versed in network stuffs but I think that it's an iptables issue because I've noticed that when I connect to it from a windows machine it has to retransmit packets multiple
times and when I try to telnet to it it times out. What do you think? ok guys, i have a problem on booting jason__: I've never heard that, may be asking for a lot, try and get the log this might be an easy question but I haven't found anything to help me, on my boot time the screen is all messed up oops sorry jason__ you asked what i was after jason__: i think you can do a cat /var/log/Xorg.0.log or log
file with a cursor on it yeah its ok. i was just looking for a way to get the boot log to see whats going on jason__: you could reboot and if you boot to recovery shell and check out /var/log/Xorg.0.log or Xorg.0.log.old moppy: will do. I think i might have found something i have an error alphanumeric string like this: [ 15.119] (EE) NVIDIA(0): Failed to initialize the NVIDIA kernel module! please

check in the Device Manager if there is a line with "PCI:nVidia nForce2" someone here have an idea of what may be? agioo: just a guess, but this sounds like there's something wrong with the kernel module. agioo: try sudo /etc/init.d/lightdm start im doing it 82157476af
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